
FAIRYTALE CHARMS 
4+ 
2-4 players 
20+ min. 
 
Contents: 
Game Board, Number Spinner and arrow, Rainbow Spinner (in 2 parts), Fairy Godmother playing 
piece, 2 Dice, 4 Bracelets, Wishbone (in 2 parts), 2 Telescope Ends (I with a star, 1 with a cloud), 
Telescope Eyepiece, Barrel Coin-flipper, Coin, Tree Stump Clover Leaf Holder, 2 Clover Leaves (1 
Three-leaf, 1 Four-leaf), Black Cat, 24 Lucky Charms (four each of the following: Star, Pot of 
Gold, Glass Slipper, Clover Leaf, Wishbone, Prince), Sticker Sheet. 
 
The first time you play...   
- Attach the arrow to the Number Spinner.  
- Attach the rainbow sticker to the Rainbow Spinner, as shown. Attach one Pot of Gold Sticker to 
the Pot of Gold that has a wide fastening bar at the bottom. Insert the Pot of Gold into the base of 
the Rainbow Spinner, as shown.  
- Attach the remaining 4 Pot of Gold Stickers to the Pot of Gold Charms which have fastening pins 
on top, one Sticker to each Charm.  
- Attach one Prince Sticker to the Coin. Attach the Frog Sticker to the other side of the Coin. 
- Attach the remaining 4 Prince Stickers to the round Prince Charms which have fastening pins, one 
Sticker to each Charm.  
- Separate the Tree Stump Sticker from the Sticker Sheet and remove the two thin strips from the 
Sticker. Attach the Sticker to the top of the Tree Stump, so that the holes in the Sticker match with 
the holes on top of the Tree Stump.   
- Attach the Ballgown & Slippers Stickers to the 2 Dice, the ones on the pink background to one 
Die and the ones on the yellow background to the other Die. 
 
Set up 
Open out the Gameboard and give each player a Charm Bracelet. Place the Black Cat and the 24 
Lucky Charms in the centre of the board. Place the following items next to the board, near to the 
spaces that match: 
- The Telescope Eyepiece and two Telescope Ends near the Shooting Star space 
- The assembled Rainbow Spinner near the Rainbow space 
- The two Dice near the Ballgown & Slippers space 
- The assembled Wishbone near the Wishbone space 
- The Barrel-shaped Coin-flipper and Coin near the Prince space 
- The Tree Stump (with two Clover Leaves slotted in at random) near the Clover Leaf space.  
Place the Number Spinner next to the board within reach of all the players. 
Clip the Fairy Godmother into her stand. You are now ready to play! 
 
The youngest Princess goes first. If that's you, choose any circle around the game board and place 
the Fairy Godmother on it. Then, spin the magic wand on the Number Spinner and move the Fairy 
Godmother clockwise by the number of spaces shown by the spinner. 
 
What happens next depends on where the Fairy Godmother stops! If she lands on... 
 
 
The Shooting Star space 
 



Pick up the Telescope Eyepiece and one of the two Telescope Ends and put them together. Look 
through the eyepiece 
(never look directly at the sun or bright lights). If you see a cloud, bad luck. If you see a star, take a 
Lucky Star Charm and plug it into your Bracelet! 
 
Dismantle the Telescope and mix up the ends to confuse all the players. 
 
The Rainbow space 
Spin the Rainbow! If the Rainbow drops into the Pot of Gold - Hooray! Take a Lucky Pot of Gold 
Charm and attach it to your Bracelet! If not try again the next time you land on the Rainbow space.  
 
(Picture:) 
Oops, you miss! 
Hooray, the Pot of Gold is yours! 
 
The Ballgown and Slippers space 
Roll the two dice! If you roll a Ballgown and Slippers, take a Lucky "Glass" Slipper Charm and add 
it to your Bracelet! If you get a Clog or a Worn-out Dress - Bad luck, try again the next time you 
land on this space. 
 
The Clover Leaf space 
Pick a Clover Leaf from the Tree Stump... If it has only three leaves, better luck next time! If it's a 
four-leaf clover, well done - take a Lucky Clover Leaf Charm and link it to your Bracelet! 
 
Put the two Clover Leaves back in the Tree Stump and spin the Stump round to confuse all the 
players. 
 
The Wishbone space 
Choose another player as your challenger. Each hold one end of the Wishbone by curling your little 
finger around one end. Now pull! If you're left holding the shorter half, sorry! If you finish with the 
longer half (the one without the hole), make a secret wish and fix a lucky Wishbone Charm to your 
Bracelet! 
 
The Prince space 
Place the Coin onto the Barrel, then tap the other end of the plank with one finger to flip the Coin! 
If it lands frog-side up, ribbet! If it lands with the Prince showing, leap with joy! Add a Lucky 
Prince Charm to your Bracelet! 
 
The Black Cat space 
Take the Black Cat, add it to your Bracelet and end your turn. Be warned! You cannot win the game 
with the Black Cat Charm on your bracelet. So as soon as another player lands on the Black Cat 
space, pass the Cat onto them! 
 
Note: keep playing and trying to collect Charms even if you have the Black Cat on your Bracelet. 
However, you must get rid of him before you can attach your sixth and final Charm. 
 
The Fairy Godmother space 
Take any Charm that you need from another player, place it on your own Bracelet and end your 
turn! If no one has any Charms that you need, play passes to the next player. 
 



Taking turns 
Whenever you finish a challenge - whether you win a Lucky Charm or not - that's the end of your 
turn. The player on your left has the next go, spinning the Number Spinner, moving the Fairy 
Godmother along the track and so on. 
 
IMPORTANT! If the Fairy Godmother lands on a space and you already have that Lucky Charm, 
end your turn. You cannot have two of the same Charms on your Bracelet. 
 
The Winner! If you're the first to attach all six Lucky Charms to your Bracelet - not including the 
Cat - you win! 


